We attempt to overcome one of the shortcomings in the Thomas-Fermi and related theories for atoms by connecting a quantum-mechanical electron density for the region near the nucleus to a density given by a statistical model. The joining may be done in a nonarbitrary manner: All parameters are determined. It suffices to use a very crude and easily calculated approximation to the density to start vrith, so the calculation is quite easy. The resulting electron density is inmuchbetter agreement with reality than that from the unmodified theories.
I. INTRODUCTION
The statistical [Thomas-Fermi (TF) , Thomas- Fermi-Dirac (TFD), Thomas-Fermi-Dirac- Gombas The problem is that the statistical theories give only a very rough approximation to the electron density, even for atoms of large atomic number. This is due to the breakdown of the assumptions of the theory at very small and very lRx'ge distances from the nucleus. In the fol mex" case, the potential becomes Coulombic and hence too rapidly varying with r (the theory assumes that the potential is constant in a small region about each point in space, so that the density and potential may be related as for a gas of free electrons); in the latter case, the density is too low ( the theory assumes all free-particle states below the Fermi surface filled for each point in space). As a result, the -TF theory for atoms gives a radial density D (D = &mr p, p is the density in electrons per unit volume) which goes to zero as 1"~r ather than for small r and as x rather than exponentially for la, rge r.
The Von Weizsaeker kinetic-energy correction leads to the correct behavior at both small and large r, but numerical results are poor and its reliability has been questioned. ' Related treatments ' are of questionable theoretical validity.
It must be noted that Gomtd, Here, x is related to the distance from the nucleus by
where ao is the Bohr radius. For neon, p, ' = 2. 433 450 8a, '. Equation (4), of course, assumes spherical symmetry.
For a neutral atom, p must obey the boundary conditions (i) P(0) = l and (ii) P-0 as x-~. The electron density is related to 
where B=4mr p, the radial density. Note that we define (f(r)) as N times (f(x;)).
The initial slope of p required to satisfy the boundary conditions is -l. 588. Then (7) gives (r 1) =1.794 Z'/'go', and (3) for integration of (4) for different x"changing x, until a value was found such that the resultant P went to zero for large x. In fact, all solutions of (4) which go to zero at infinity approach 144/xs [an exact solution to (4) which has unacceptable behavior for small x. '4] Some of these have vertical asymptotes for x&0, and some cut the x=0 axis.
It can be shown that by a scaling transformation any such solution can be tlansformed into one of two master solutions. Tables of these were given, but couM not be used for the small-x values with which we were concerned.
In our calculations, we, in fact, find one value of x, which gives a solution p1 cutting the x axis and one slightly higher which gives a solution $3 going unbounded.
The correct x, is between the two. Table I is obtained from the quantum-mechanical density, and, from (14), the initial slope of g is given by
For a, given x"g(x,) and P'(x, ) are then known.
We integrate (13) to xo determined according to (16) and check the normalization. The joining point x, is determined as the one for which (1V) is fulfilled.
In the first line of Gombfs" has added the correlation energy into the TFD theory. In this theory (which we refer to as TFDG), an additional term of the form -fg(p'~) p d7' is added to the energy, g being a known function of p' . The equations to which this leads can be put in the form of the TFD equations when certain approximations are made, except that Po in Eqs. (18) , (14), and (16) is replaced by I3& --1.1303PO
The solutions to the TFDG problem are similar to those for the TFD problem. In our case, the discussion given above for TFD is applicable.
The change in results due to the change in Eq.
(19) is slight although in the wrong direction. These results are included in Table II of r"we obtain g(x,) and P'(x, ) from D using (14) and (18) . (c) The TFD equation (18) Table V. &~'
